
Union Square Neighborhood Council Meeting
April 24, 2019
7 pm – 9 pm
Public Safety Building
220 Washington St.
 
Board Members:
Michèle Hanson
Bill Cavellini
Ben Baldwin
Ben Bradlow
Shane Clyburn
Paola Massoli
Tori Antonino
Jacob Kramer
Bill Shelton
Andy Greenspon
Pennie Taylor
Ann Camara

Community Members:
Gary Trujillo
Greg Hill
Edwidge L Hercule
Wig Zamore
Aaron Weber
Chris Allen
Jessica Eshleman
Yvette Wilks
Joe Sullivan
Cosmos DiSchino
Father Richard Curran
Alex Camara 
 
1. Welcome and introductions

2. Public Comment
 
Aaron Weber: JJ Sullivan Development Proposal – a slam dunk for producing housing, green 
space, and not making our traffic footprint worse. There have been many rounds with the 
developer to get to this plan. Strongly encourage the Council to give its whole-hearted support 
to the project.



Wig Zamore: When is  the second round of D2 comment letters due to the Planning Board?
Zoning proposes high rise districts surrounding the Allen St neighborhood. Without district 
design, this neighborhood will become a donut in the middle. If the plan does not include this 
neighborhood, it would be disastrous. The community, the city council, and the staff need to be 
informed and pushed to do design of the entire area as one district.
 
Bill S suggests Wig draft a communication Wig would want to send to the City staff
 
Greg Hill on behalf of Yvette Wilks: Who does programming at the Somerville Media Center: 
There is concern that the Boys and Girls club closed in Union Square a number of years ago. 
Hope that there will be dedicated space in the planned community center in the Boys and Girls 
club format for kids to participate in after school and summer programs. Also hope for a worker 
center there. Also has teenagers who do not have English as their first language who want to 
learn more about the USNC. Could we have interpreters at the meetings or at least subtitles in 
the recordings? Maybe it could be funded by US2? But we aren’t doing enough to reach 
immigrant children.
 
Gary Trujillo: Our domain name registration is coming up for renewal in June or July. Need 
money from our funds. We also need to renew our membership with SCATV to keep working 
with them.
We need to get the Outreach and Communications committee going again. I have created a 
mailing list which includes the addresses of  everyone who indicated they would be interested in
helping with outreach via the online membership application form. I intend to work with Ben 
Baldwin to ensure that any other written membership applications are reviewed to see who 
indicated interest in outreach in membership applications he may have received via means 
other than the form on the web site. On the web site, I have put a summary of a proposed 
mandate for that group, which I invite those present here tonight to review. I intend for this draft 
to be discussed, amended, and agreed to at the first meeting of the committee, which we are 
now attempting to schedule.
I agree wholeheartedly with Wig on the issues involving Allen St. A small group of people 
interested in that subject should make a presentation about how we hope that area will evolve.
 
3. Approval of Minutes of April 9, 2019 Meeting
 
8 yes, 0 no, 4 abstentions.
 
4. Re-examination of procedure for public comment & need for Executive Sessions
 
Jacob: Question if this is the best method to do public comment. The reason for using the 
current method is that when we had public comment throughout the meetings, the meetings 
would go on for too long. We need an agenda that is timed out and allows public participation 
during discrete segments. Personal experience – over the course of formation of this body 
during the Working Group without solid agendas or limiting speaking time, it became extremely 
unwieldy.



 Ann: What if every 2nd or 3rd meeting, we have a half hour to an hour of completely open public 
comment?
 
Paola: Maybe once a month to have half the meeting dedicated to public comment to have a bit
of an open format. In addition to the 10 minutes at the beginning and end of each meeting.
 
Tori: Suggest 10 minutes at the beginning, the middle, and the end. I want to see as much 
community participation as possible in these meetings.
 
Bill Cav: In favor of keeping it the way it is. As co-chair, I found it really unwieldy to have public 
comment throughout the meeting. Putting another comment period in the middle almost gets to 
that place. We went from public comment any time in the meeting to one public comment period
at one point. Because community members were not able to comment on the minutes from a 
previous meeting, this is how we ended up with a public comment period at the beginning and 
the end. Working Group meetings went for 3-3.5 hours sometimes, in part because on every 
issue, everyone in the room spoke or felt the need to say something. If we start to do that, there 
may be less people in the room, not more.
 
Pennie: In favor of keeping the same meeting structure. But also have a more casual 
atmosphere, say 30 minutes before the official start of the meeting, to allow community 
members to chat with Board members and other community members, to get caught up and 
understand what’s going on in meetings.
 
Andy: Need to allow community members to provide points of information for relevant agenda 
items. We have been doing this at every meeting anyway. Keep doing this. The responsibility is 
the role of the co-chairs to moderate this and cut people off as needed to move the agenda 
along.
 
Bill S: Most legislative bodies do things in committees, so I also recommend a robust 
committee structure where people who are not on the Council are already full participants per 
the bylaws.
 
Ben Bradlow: Strongly support Bill S’s point. 
The only items on the agenda should be for a vote.
Also fine with a prior period before meetings to have informal things.
Haven’t heard a compelling case that getting things done requires public comment throughout 
the meeting. We have a mechanism to do this, which is having Board members sponsor 
members of the public to speak, in order to make decisions on agenda items.
 
Andy: I think Simon’s view is that executive session was stated to only be used very early in the
start of the Council, but it has occurred after every USNC meeting. Also his view is that 
everyone knows what is happening in negotiations because of the various public meetings and 
public discussions of the topics of negotiation, so why do we still need Executive session?
 



Jacob: The executive session conducted after every meeting is motivated by negotiations with 
US2. These sessions have persisted  longer than expected because our negotiation process 
with US2 has gone on longer than expected. So we expect to continue holding those meetings 
because they provide a strategic strength we should not give up.
 
Gary: I’m not pleased by the decision to be made here about participation in discussions at 
USNC meetings, and I’d like to have an opportunity to have dialogue on this in some meaningful
way and to get a substantive a response.  I intend to send a written appeal to board members 
prior to our next meeting in hopes of influencing the decision to be made on the matter.
 
Michèle: We will try to prepare language that takes into account the discussion about this 
question. We will bring this matter back for a vote at our next session.
 
5. Fundraising Committee report by treasurer
 
Pennie: Treasurer Report from Feb 1 2018-Jan. 31 2019: 
$952.50 taken in donations
$780 in expenses approved by board and repaid by donation kitty including space rental, 
training honoraria, language interpretation.
$203.50 in expenses approved by board pending repayment (to Treasurer)
Collected $140.99 receipts for in kind or donations of printing, consumables. 
For operational costs, policy or regular review moving forward needed with real budget.

Current Bank Account: $120.50 balance.
  
Talked about having a fundraising committee. I would like to call a meeting of the fundraising 
committee to determine projected expenses, fundraising plan, a way to reimburse people who 
are asked to spend money on behalf of the Council, and setting up a bank account.
We are up to date on fees for incorporation as a non-profit.
  
Michèle: The people we owe are entitled to claim more funds than we have in the bank, but 
those people, such as myself, I am alright with them not reimbursing me now, or until we have 
the money. People who are owed money should come to Pennie as Treasurer and ask about it 
as needed.
 
Pennie: If anyone else has expenses we need to consider, please contact me so we can budget
them in.  Please don’t incur expenses without approval of repayment first. (items raised: 
meeting interpretation services and child care, SCAT, website fees) 
 
The approval process is in the bylaws. All reimbursements have been expenses approved by 
board. 



6. Discussion of agenda for meeting with the mayor
 
Tori started an agenda:
D2 design, subset parking and sustainability
Planning Board supportive response to the US2 Alley proposal.
SomerVision 2040
 
Ben Bradlow: The Planning Board is not an entirely separate agenda. We are concerned about
the recommendation of his staff to the Planning Board about this development and design. I’m 
not sure about SomerVision 2040 at this meeting. An additional item is a Union Square 
community center. It seems clear that the City is the only body that can, and it must take a more
active role in coordinating the wide range of stakeholders implicated by this project.
 
Paola: Friday April 26, noon is deadline for Planning Board comments on the proposed Alley on 
D2. Agree with Ben Brad to leave out SomerVision until a different meeting. Push on the City’s 
role in the Community Center.
 
Tori: The claim is that the mayor cannot interfere with the Planning Board, which doesn’t make 
sense to me since the Planning Staff  gives the recommendations to the Planning Board.
 
Wig: The mayor has fairly strict bounds on what he can do as executive relative to contact with 
the Planning Board. But he can work with his staff.
 
Michèle: The mayor should come out and state that he says the community is unhappy with the
design.
 
Bill Cav: D2 design, community center, elevator, lack of sustainability, SomerVision 2040. I 
don’t know what lack of sustainability means, or what will be discussed on SomerVision 2040.
 
Tori: Lack of storm water reuse. Promised a Blue roof on D2 and I don’t see it. There are certain
things agreed to in the Covenant that I don’t see. US2 got LEED silver just by being located next
to the Train station. We should be expecting more of them. I intend to work with Paola tonight to 
have specific examples and details of this shortcoming.
 
Jacob: Discussion of the elevator should be a separate item apart from design. Pressure is not 
towards US2, but towards the state authorities. Until USNC Board has a position on 
SomerVision 2040, I don’t think we should discuss it at a meeting with the mayor.
 
Ben Bradlow: Agree to focus on issue of elevator, issue of location of parking, issues of 
sustainability – these need to be specified ahead of time.  What the mayor can do is in relation 
to his staff and the Planning Office – we should focus on an approach that takes this reality into 
account. We must also discuss the community center.



Bill Shelton: There is a nexus between discussion of the D2 block and SomerVision 2040. A 
problems in regard to the D2 block is that the developers are adhering pretty faithfully to the 
Union Square Neighborhood Plan. The developers have come up with things very much against
what the community really wants though. SomerVision 2040 will establish the criteria by which 
all zoning will be judged going forward. A community center cannot be paid for by the City right 
now. Water and sewer rates are skyrocketing because of the City’s fiscal situation. City is 
skating on the edge of a financial crisis masked so far by permit fees and Condo conversions 
and escalating housing property values in property taxes. The SomerVision 2040 is on a 
trajectory to compound those problems and is not on a path to allow Somerville to become 
fiscally robust.
 
Andy: SomerVision 2040 essential  to talk about since it has apparently been done already very
poorly.
 
Pennie: Mayor is pressure point on accessibility and elevator. Sustainability asks – the mayor is
very proud of Sustainaville. If the major project in Union Square doesn’t agree with any of the 
Sustainabilty goals of the City, it does not look good for the City.
At a previous meeting with the mayor about the USNC, we should work on getting CBAs for 
every development project in the City. Could bring this up to help other community groups in the
future.
 
7. Update on SomerVision 2040
 
Ann: There was a meeting of a number of people about SomerVision 2040. Bill S. came up with
a really good visual presentation. Bill S will email it around.
 
Michèle: Two key points that seem to stated by the City for SomerVision 2040 – downgrade the 
amount of green space to 80 acres instead of 125 acres. Upscale the amount of housing, which 
will increase the amount of unaffordable housing.  The way they have set up the process is 
completely different from last time with SomerVision 2030. Each participant can only be in one 
issue group. We are only at 2019 and haven’t reached the goals of SomerVision 2030. It’s like 
changing the rules in the middle of the game.
 
Bill S. I think the staff want to make this happen as soon as possible while bypassing the 
community’s participation.
8 areas, keeping people in their silos keeps people from understanding that this is a system 
where every area influences and transforms the others.
City gave benchmarks for people to start off from: 11,000 and 18,000 new housing units. 
Between 1/3 and ½ of all units that already exist in Somerville. Housing units are a net loss of 
tax revenue to the City (property tax – services from the City). Removes land possible for 
commercial development in the City. Without this interactions, we will never get a systemic plan 
and end up with disastrous goals.



Bill Cav: At the risk of simplifying, we should tell the mayor that the planning staff is running the 
2040 process incorrectly, and ask that what needs to stop immediately is the separation of issue
areas and ignoring of public process and revise the way of running SomerVision 2040.
 
Jacob: I think there’s only one factor that matters when thinking about the future of a City – 
climate change and resilience. I know the City has put a lot work into thinking about this subject.
That priority needs to be front and center. Question: How does the SomerVision 2040 final 
document get approved?
 
Bill S. If the process for formulating and approving Somervision 2040 is the same as it was for 
SomerVision 2030, it has to be approved by the City Council. Then future City programs, 
zoning, etc, are judged against that standard. We should assume people are doing the best they
can and point out the issues we see with this process.
 
Ben Bradlow: We still need to focus on the development at hand since it is imminent. I’d like 
SomerVision to be last one the agenda.
 
Tori: I have read that the Planning Board is responsible for approving SomerVision 2040. 
The City Council would like to be able to vote to endorse it
 
Bill Cav: If SomerVision is considered the comprehensive City Plan, then it needs to be 
approved by the City Council to get federal funds and benefits, etc.
 
Wig: Chapter of state law requires a comprehensive City Plan and that the City then follow 
those decisions. The City is not following that chapter of State Law.
 
Yvette Wilks: Put community center up front because the importance.

Andy plus others with friendly amendments:
  
 Motion for agenda:
1) Community Center – City needs to exercise its convening power with a range of 
stakeholders.
2) Elevator Green mayor
3) Design, including underground parking and relation of Allen St neighborhood to the D2 
development. Planning Staff should have a negative recommendation if these issues are not 
met.
4) Sustainability concerns
5) SomerVision 2040
 
One person as timekeeper: Andy

Unanimous approval of the motion.



Tori: Has started agenda – will make a Google Doc to share to Board tonight to finalize a 
document to bring for meeting with the mayor.
 
8.   Update on Planning Board deliberations on Site Plan for D2
 
Tori: Planning Board said they are expecting something spectacular from D2 and are unhappy 
with US2’s design. Big issue with walling off Allen St. Dorothy Kelly Gay very sensitive to this 
issue as that neighborhood was built during her time in City office.
We need a legal argument that this development does harm to the City and its residents in order
to get the Planning Board to not approve it. Contact Mark Niedergang regarding details in the 
Zoning that would support us legally.
 
Jacob: The idea of this development as designed impacting people’s health seems like a pretty 
strong argument though it does not immediately address the Allen St issue.
 
Paola: I’m not sure there are any laws to support us here.
 
Andy asking Wig about Planning Board approvals:
Wig: If the Planning Staff were to submit a negative recommendation, the Planning Board would
most likely not vote to approve the plan.
 
Bill Cav. I have never presented a Planning Staff recommendation to Planning Board that was 
against the recommendation of the mayor. So if the mayor is alright with the current design, the 
Planning Staff will give a favorable recommendation. If there is any uncertainty by the mayor on 
the development, then the Planning Staff will stall on weighing in or giving any 
recommendations. When they do weigh in, I believe it will be the mayor’s voice speaking.
 
Michèle: Based on the uses of the planned “Alley”, it doesn’t seem like an Alley. It is main 
access for parking and truck deliveries. It will be constantly used. It is basically a road.
 
Paola: Angle that the alley as currently design is a huge safety issue for people.
 
Jacob: Draft a new letter to the Planning Board that focuses on health and safety impacts of 
current design such as particulate and exhaust danger to health. Also a discussion of Vision 
Zero.
 
Wig: Definite connection between particulates and cardiovascular damage and pre-mature 
death. Not necessarily a court argument but well-known issue to the City and the mayor.
 
 
Yvette: Supports bringing up all these issues in a letter, as directly relevant to the diverse 
community of Somerville.



Tori: Brings up specific part of Union Square Overlay District Zoning on discretionary criteria of 
Planning Board to consider when approving a development.
 
 
Jacob motions to write letter overnight, get approval by board via email to submit 11 yes,  0 no, 
1 abstention (Bill Cav)
 
9. Latest proposal for 346 Somerville Ave, JJ Sullivan site – Elan Sassoon= developer
 
Bill Cav: Was at most recent neighborhood meeting. ~95 units are studio or one bedroom in 
one structure facing Somerville Ave. with no parking at all. Commercial Space was diminished 
from 4000 to 2000 Square Feet. Net Zero emissions building. Park will be proposed facing on 
Lake St. Significantly larger than previously designed Green area. No playing fields or real 
playground. 12-15 people there as neighbors living on Somerville Ave or Lake St. A few people 
argued there should never be a development with no parking. Most people supported having no 
parking.
 
Jacob: Council should not stake an opinion on the development at this juncture yet. But 
mandate of Council is to ask developers go above and beyond for community things beyond 
Zoning.
 
Bill S. I strenuously argue against this development because it’s not what we need at that 
location because of all the issues I brought up in the SomerVision 2040 discussion. Residents 
are willing to walk much further to a transit node than workers. This is not commercial, which 
hurts all the businesses that need day-time population in Union Square. This also contributes to 
unraveling of our community due to precipitous drop in families in our community over the past 
30 years.
 
Tori: We should get the opinion of local businesses about this development. If we are building 
near the train station, then having more jobs closer to the T station rather than housing, 
especially in a mixed-use area, that daytime population is something we really need to consider 
and commercial taxes.
 
Baldwin, motion that Elan Sassoon come to the next meeting of neighborhood council 20 
minutes. 5 yes, 2 no,, 4 abstentions. Ann will reach out to Elan Sassoon.
 
 
Bill Cav – don’t want a large part of the meeting on that. This is work that should be done in 
Committee.



10. Response to Beacon St residents zoning petition 
 
Tori: 207 beacon st residents from Durham down to Cambridge City Line, ~1/2 mile, includes 
intersection of Washington and Beacon St. Asks: Keeping 1 story commercial buildings as 1 
story with their parking lots. Grandfathering all 1 and 2 story houses, row houses, triple deckers 
kept grandfathered as conforming. Wherever possible Yards and Green Space been preserved. 
Ask that we consider this an equity issue. That 207 residents who don’t own Beacon St, 
shouldn’t be able to decide on such larger issues for the City.
 
Aaron: Elaine and Beacon St petitioners have legitimate concerns about pace of development. 
No Concern as keeping Triple Deckers as conforming. Push pack on preserving parking lots 
and 1 story commercial. For example, keeping the parking lot of the Star Market does not 
preserve community character. If we are going to let a small number of people block the zoning 
of Beacon St, how can we say as a City this is good for Broadway or other major streets in the 
City when it’s not good for Beacon St. Have the Council push back against the Council, in 
particular to JT Scott the Ward City Council on these two issues.
 
Tori: I imagine that JT’s proposed zoning for Beacon St will be different from the current zoning.
 
Michèle: Agenda for next meeting. Aaron Weber will prepare a draft letter to send around to the 
Community and
 
Pennie: May 1 zoning board of appeals, buildings previously owned by previous ward city 
council.
  
11. Public Comment
 
Gary: Will send a letter taking issue with how the Board has set up the public comment period.
Allen St – I would like to see some group willing to create some visuals for two different 
audiences. 1. Residents on the west side of Allen St that will be closest to that service road. 2. A
way to do away with the service road that would still allow service vehicles to access the 
development.
 
Bill Cav. US2’s website has broad elevations/heights for this.
 
Yvette: What is this organizing doing to increase diversity and participation in the community? 
The span of this audience is not wide enough.
Is there going to be a report back to the entire community?
Is there a way to find out if the developers are able to pay for translators at these meetings? I’ve
seen some crying from business owners/workers about these meetings because they go too 
fast and are hard to follow.

I have youth who are upset.
 



Ann: I went to the East Somerville Community School to the 5th and 6th graders who wrote 
letters to the mayor. We can come to them, and they can come to us.
 
Michèle: We can come to them and give a presentation, and they can ask us questions. We 
could put a part of the website where youth can get involved. We also need more bodies to do 
leafleting
 
Jacob: We have done larger outreach for specific community oriented events, especially 
towards population that have English as a second language or no English at all. Example – the 
Community Benefits Summits last year. We can have different types of meetings from these 
more formal meetings. Those would be more specific outreach-type meetings.
 
Pennie: I would like to connect with you regarding translation and how to pay for that expense.
 
Andy: Strongly been advocating outreach for a while, before I was on the Board, and now. 
Network with Gary, Michèle, etc. We need more points of contact to broaden our reach to more 
diverse groups and communities in Somerville.
 
 Wig: Elevator – Elevator allows access to more people to the Green Line station by far.
Taking all the handicapped vehicles off the roads. ???
Accessibility – need to make the connections to the MBTA financial management and control 
board and other boards that are how these decisions are made. The mayor alone won’t be able 
to get it done.
Emphasizing importance of letters to Planning Board on Allen St by Friday. D2 the most 
important and screwed up part of this proposal. It’s hard to understand the high-rise context 
isolating Allen St neighborhood without also looking at the Zoning overlay. Issue of doing things 
piecemeal and then unable to correct larger issues.
Sustainability – the U.S. and the State of MA overwhelming fail climate issues because of 
pollution from transportation. The most highways and diesel rail and highest density of climate 
impact for MA City and we ignore it because we don’t count people passing through the City.
Science museum dinner last night, greentown labs, state senator in charge of climate issues.
Rappaport – most important issue is electrification of commuter rail. Biggest state investment 
last week is $1 billion into lengthening of diesel rail line.
 
12. Executive Session

Unanimous vote to go into executive session for the purposes of discussing strategy around 
community benefits negotiations with US2.


